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1  INTRODUCTION 

Starting from September 2011, all new type approved diesel passenger cars in Europe will 
have to comply with a particle number limit of 6×1011 #/km measured in accordance with the 
Particle Measurement Programme (PMP) procedures [1, 2]. The regulation requires sampling 
from a Constant Volume Sampler (CVS) using a measurement system that dilutes and 
thermally treats the extracted sample to remove volatile material. The concentration of the 
conditioned aerosol is then measured with a full flow Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) 
having a nominal 50% detection efficiency at 23 nm electrical mobility diameter. A similar 
requirement will be introduced shortly for the certification of Heavy Duty Engines (HDE) [3]. 

The regulation includes some specifications for the CPCs, the main being: 

 Operation in full flow mode (i.e. internal splitting of the flows is prohibited). 

 Linear response to particle concentrations over the full measurement range in 
single particle count mode (typically up to 10000 #/cm3). 

 Counting accuracy of ±10% across the range from 1#/cm3 to the upper threshold of 
the single particle count mode against a traceable standard. 

 50%±12% and >90% counting efficiencies at electrical mobility diameters of 
23 ±1 nm and 41 ±1 nm, respectively. 

The regulation also specifies an annual calibarion requirement which should be performed 
either against an electrometer (primary method) or against a CPC (secondary method) which 
has been directly calibrated by the primary method. The CPC under calibration shall sample 
simultaneously with the reference instrument electrostatically classified calibration particles. 

The regulation does not specify the calibration material type that should be employed in 
the calibrations. Yet a number of studies have identified a strong material dependence for all 
commercial CPC systems complying with the European regulation requirements [4, 5]. 
Numerical computations [6] provided evidence that the strong material dependence observed 
in the experimentally determined counting efficiencies is to a large extent related to the low 
saturation ratios employed in these CPCs (required to achieve 50% counting efficiency at a 
relatively large size of 23 nm). However, some systematic discrepancies were observed 
between the numerical model and experimental results with emery oil and tetracontane, 
which were attributed to contamination of the calibration particles. 

One additional challenge in the calibration of CPCs relates to the low sensitivity of the 
electrometers [7]. Calibration certificates supplied by the CPC manufacturers typically cover 
the 2000 to 10000 #/cm3 concentration range. Yet, the concentrations measured during type-
approval tests can be well below 100 #/cm3. 

The purpose of the present study is twofold: 

a) to investigate possibilities to increase the sensitivity of the electrometer allowing 
calibration of CPCs at concentration levels below 2000 #/cm3 and 

b) to provide some more insights on the dependence of the CPC counting efficiencies 
on the material type. 
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Two approaches were considered for the calibration of CPCs at low particle 
concentrations. The first one included the operation of the electrometer at higher sample 
flowrates. The second one included the use of multiply charged particles of a well defined 
charged state using a Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer (TDMA) system. 

The majority of the calibration experiments were performed on a CPC that was 
subsequently circulated in an interlaboratory correlation exercise conducted in the framework 
of the PMP project (PMP VPR Round Robin). The particular interlaboratory correlation 
activity, that is currently underway, aims at the assessment of the comparability of the 
calibration procedures employed by different manufacturers and research institutions in 
characterizing particle number measurement systems.  
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Aerosol Instrumentation 

The study mainly focused on the performance of the TSI 3790 Condensation Particle 
Counter (CPC) that was circulated as a “Golden” instrument in the PMP VPR Round Robin. 
Some experiments were also performed with two other CPCs of the same model (referred to 
as 3790_JRC, 3790_APC in the document to discriminate them from the golden 3790_Gold) 
and a TSI 3010 CPC. 

A TSI 3068B electrometer and a TSI 3025A CPC were employed as the reference 
instruments against which the 3790 and 3010 CPCs were calibrated. The 3025A CPC was 
shipped for maintenance at TSI 6 months before the measurement campaign and was also 
checked against the 3068B electrometer before the tests. The 3010 indications were 
corrected for coincidence using the empirical formula suggested by the manufacturer [8]. 

Three in total Differential Mobility Analyzers (DMAs) were employed in the measurement 
campaign. These included a TSI 3085 Nano DMA (Nano-DMA), a TSI 3081 Long DMA 
(LDMA), and a Grimm 5.5-900 DMA (Grimm-DMA). The Nano-DMA was employed for the 
calibration of the reference 3025A CPC while the two other DMAs were employed in a 
tandem setup to calibrate the 3790 and 3010 CPCs (see sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). The 
LDMA and the Nano-DMAs were regularly connected in a TSI 3936 Scanning Mobility 
Particle Sizer (SMPS) to measure the number-weighted mobility size distributions. The 
operating flowrates of the DMAs were checked on a regular basis against a bubble flowmeter 
(Gillian Gilibrator 2). 

2.2 Aerosol Generators 

The calibration aerosols employed in the study included graphite, Poly(alpha)-Olefin 
(PAO), tetracontane (C40), tetradecane (C14), hexadecane (C16), silver and PolyStyrene 
Latex (PSL) particles. The 3790 and 3010 CPC calibrations were mainly performed using 
graphite and PAO particles. However, the counting efficiencies of the 3790_JRC CPC were 
also experimentally determined for C40, C16 and C14. The silver particles were employed for 
the calibration of the 3025A CPC, while the PSL spheres were used for the calibration of the 
LDMA and the Grimm-DMA. 

Graphite particles were produced by spark discharge (DNP3000 from PALAS GmbH), 
while PAO, C40, C14 and C16 particles were generated by evaporation-condensation (JRC 
home made generator – [9]). Silver particles were produced in a home-made, Silver Particle 
Generator (SPG) which was based on the design described by Gotoh et al. [10] (the actual 
implementation of which is described in more details in [9]). PSL particles having a NIST 
traceable size of 498±5 nm mobility diameter (Thermo Scientific 3500A) were resuspended in 
an ultrasonic nebulizer (CETAC U5000AT+). The suspensions of the polystyrene particles 
were prepared by diluting 1 drop of the original water suspensions (1% concentration) with 
10 ml of ultrapure water (milli-Q quality). Purified shop-air (HEPA filtered, dehumidified) 
and/or bottled nitrogen were employed in all generators to minimize contamination of the 
generated particles from impurities in the gases [4].  

The evaporation-condensation generator was thoroughly cleaned between changes of the 
working liquid (PAO, C14 and C16), by means of extended operation at elevated 
temperatures and through use of nitrogen flow to purge the vapours remaining after removing 
the liquid from the evaporator compartment. Following the tests with tetracontane, however, 
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deposits of paraffin-like wax were observed on all walls of the generator that could not be 
removed effectively with the aforementioned procedure. The limited number of tests 
performed following the tetracontane experiments, suggested contamination of the generated 
aerosol and were therefore disregarded from any subsequent analysis. 

2.3 Calibration Setup 

2.3.1 Calibration of the DMAs 

The resuspended polystyrene aerosol exiting the nebulizer first passed through a nafion 
dryer to ensure that the generated particles contained no moisture. The size distribution of 
the generated aerosols was first measured with the TSI 3936L10 SMPS to verify that it is 
possible to discriminate the polystyrene peak from the background concentrations. 
Comparison checks with and without the nafion dryer showed no differences in the recorded 
size distributions, suggesting that the aerosol was effectively dried in the nebulizer. 

Following these preliminary checks, the calibration aerosol was neutralized and then fed to 
the DMA under evaluation. A 0.1 mCi 241Am neutralizer (Grimm 5.522) was employed for the 
calibration of the Grimm-DMA, and a 10 mCi 85Kr neutralizer (manufactured by Eckert and 
Ziegler GmbH) for the calibration of the LDMA. The DMAs operated at step-wisely increasing 
and decreasing centre-rod voltages and the concentrations of the classified particles was 
recorded by a CPC (Grimm’s 5403 for the Grimm-DMA, and TSI’s 3010 for the LDMA). Both 
DMAs operated at a sheath flow rate of 3 lpm. 

2.3.2 Calibration of the 3025A CPC 

Figure 1 illustrates a schematic of the calibration setup employed for the calibration of the 
3025A CPC against the electrometer. The silver nanoparticles produced in the SPG first 
passed through the 10 mCi 85Kr neutralizer where, due to their small size (smaller than 
15 nm), practically acquired at maximum a single charge. The charged nanoparticles were 
subsequently size classified in the Nano-DMA which operated at sheath and sample 
flowrates of 15 and 1.5 lpm, respectively. The monodisperse particles exiting the Nano-DMA 
were mixed with purified shop-air that was provided at a flowrate of 1.5 lpm through a mass 
flow controller. The two streams merged into a single flow in a 0.7 m long conductive silicon 
tube which was found to allow for a sufficient mixing (as verified by the better than ±2% 
agreement observed with tests performed using a longer tube (~1.5 m)). The diluted 
monodisperse flow was subsequently split in two streams in a metallic Y-type connector to 
allow for the parallel measurement with the 3025A CPC and the 3068 electrometer, both 
running at a volumetric flowrate of 1.5 lpm. The two instruments were connected to the Y-
type connector through conductive silicon tubing of the same length (15 cm) to ensure similar 
transport losses. 
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Figure 1: Experimental setup employed for the calibration of the 3025A CPC. 

 

2.3.3 Calibration of the “Golden” 3790 CPC against the electrometer 

The linearity of the 3790_Gold CPC was checked against the 3068B electrometer. A 
schematic of the setup employed in these experiments is illustrated in Figure 2. Graphite 
aerosol generated in the DNP 3000 was first diluted in a dilution bridge and then passed 
through a TSI 1035900 impactor (equipped with a 0.071 cm nozzle) to remove particles 
having an aerodynamic diameter larger than approximately 1 μm. The particles were then 
size classified in a tandem DMA (TDMA) setup, consisting of the Grimm DMA connected in 
series with the LDMA. This TDMA configuration effectively minimizes the contribution of 
larger, multiply-charged particles in DMA-classified aerosols. In these experiments, the 
Grimm-DMA and the LDMA were equipped with the 0.1 mCi 241Am (Grimm’s 5.522) and the 
10 mCi 85Kr neutralizers, respectively. The Grimm-DMA operated at a fixed sheath flowrate 
of 3 lpm, while the sheath flowrate of the LDMA and the sample flowrate of the TDMA were 
set at 10 lpm and 1 lpm, respectively. 

The 3790_Gold CPC was sampling classified graphite particles in parallel with the 3068B 
electrometer, using two 15 cm long conductive silicon tubes connected in a metallic Y-type 
connector. A 70 cm long conductive silicon tube served as a mixing chamber to allow 
sufficient mixing between the aerosol classified in the TDMA and the necessary make-up air. 
The latter was provided from the laboratory’s, conditioned (HEPA filtered, charcoal scrubbed) 
shop air line through a mass flow controller set at the flowrate of the electrometer. The 
3790_Gold CPC operated at its nominal flowrate of 1 lpm, while the 3068B electrometer 
flowrate was set at either 1 lpm or 5 lpm. 

Before starting each test sequence, the 3010 CPC was connected to the LDMA in a 
3936L10 SMPS configuration (at the same flow-settings with the TDMA setup) to measure 
the distribution of particles classified in the Grimm-DMA. A 300 s scan time was employed to 
minimize the distortion of the DMA transfer function [11] and the dynamics of the CPC 
response [12]. 

The electrometer and the 3790 CPC were subsequently connected in the configuration 
shown in Figure 2. A bubble flowmeter was then used to measure the operating volumetric 
flowrates of the TDMA system (sample flowrate, sheath flowrates) and the two aerosol 
detectors (3068B and 3790) with all instruments connected in the calibration configuration. 
Two types of leakage checks were performed. In the first one, the Grimm-DMA was set at 
zero voltage with the LDMA scanning the size distribution to verify that the two aerosol 
detectors were measuring zero. In the second check, the Grimm-DMA was set at a voltage 
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corresponding to the desired particle size and the LDMA was set at zero voltage to verify 
again that the two aerosol detectors were measuring zero. During these checks the 
electrometer was also zeroed if necessary. 

Following these checks, the actual CPC calibration tests were performed. The two DMAs 
were configured to classify particles at the desired mobility diameter and the voltage of the 
LDMA was sequentially toggled on and off in order to regularly check for zero drifts of the 
electrometer. Following each voltage change (zero / set point) of the LDMA the instruments 
were allowed to stabilize at their new concentration levels for at least 30 s and then the 
concentrations were recorded for 90 s. At the end of each test sequence (i.e. tests at a given 
particle size or electrometer flowrate setting) the voltage of the two DMAs were set at zero 
and the operating flowrates of both the DMAs and the aerosol detectors were checked again 
for drifts using the bubble flowmeter. 

 

Figure 2: Experimental setup employed for the calibration of the “Golden” 3790 CPC against the 
electrometer. 

 

2.3.4 Calibration of the 3790 and 3010 CPCs against the 3025A CPC 

Figure 3 shows the experimental setup employed for the calibration of the 3790 and 3010 
CPCs against the reference 3025A CPC. In principle, the setup was the same to that 
employed for the calibration of the 3790_Gold CPC against the 3068B electrometer. One 
notable difference was that a 1 mCi 85Kr neutralizer was employed in some tests to 
investigate the effect of the particle charging state on the measured detection efficiencies. 
The two DMAs operated at a sheath flowrate of 3 lpm (Grimm-DMA) and 10 lpm (LDMA) 
while the sample flowrate was adjusted to 1 lpm. The 3025A CPC operated always at high 
flow mode (i.e. sample flowrate of 1.5 lpm). To compensate for the different flowrates of the 
3025A and the 3790 or 3010 CPCs under calibration, a different length of conductive silicon 
tubing was employed for the connection of the two CPCs to the Y-type splitter (15 cm for the 
3025A and 10 cm for the 3010 or 3790). 
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Figure 3: Experimental setup employed for the calibration of the 3790 and 3010 CPCs against the 3025A. 
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3 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 CPC detection efficiencies 

In order to better understand the performance of the 3790 CPC, and particularly the effect 
of particle material type on the experimentally determined detection efficiencies, some 
numerical calculations were also performed. The basis for these calculations was the 
heterogeneous nucleation model developed by Giechaskiel et al. [6] (hereinafter referred to 
as basic model). 

Some additional calculations were also performed to investigate the effect of the 
assumptions made in the basic model. These examined the effect of a) curvature 
dependence of the surface tension, b) line tension, c) non-idealities in the inlet temperature 
and velocity profiles, c) particle charge state and d) condensational growth of activated 
particles. 

3.1.1 Basic model 

3.1.1.1 Saturation ratio and temperature profiles in the CPC condenser 

At a first stage the model calculates the saturation ratio profile inside the condenser by 
considering a two dimensional heat and mass transfer in forced laminar flow through a 
circular tube. Under the assumptions of a hydrodynamically fully developed flow (resulting in 
parabolic Poiseuille velocity profile), constant fluid properties, low vapour concentration and 
negligible axial diffusion and energy dissipation, the equation describing both mass and heat 
transfer can be written in dimensionless form as: 
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with r and x the dimensionless radial and axial coordinates, Rt the tube radius, Tin the 
uniform inlet temperature, Tw the constant wall temperature, Cb the vapour concentration of 
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butanol, Uav the average flow velocity, α the fluid thermal diffusivity and Dv the butanol/air 
binary diffusion coefficient. 

Under the additional assumption that butanol vapour behaves as an ideal gas, the 
concentration of saturated butanol vapours at the inlet, Cb,sat(Tin), and the condenser walls, 
Cb,sat(Tw), can be written as a function of the butanol saturation vapor pressure, Pb,sat, butanol 
molecular weight, Mb, and the universal gas constant, Rg: 

   
ing

binsatb
insatb TR

MTP
TC ,

,   eq. 2a 

   
wg

bwsatb
wsatb TR

MTP
TC ,

,   eq. 2b 

The resulting differential equation problem with the corresponding boundary conditions 
was solved following the numerical method proposed by Housiadas et al. [13]. The calculated 
butanol vapour concentrations and temperatures (thus saturation butanol vapour 
concentrations) allowed for the calculation of the saturation ratio, S, profile inside the 
condenser. 

Figure 4 shows the calculated saturation ratio profile inside the 3790 condenser, at the 
manufacturer set operating temperatures of the 3790_Gold CPC. The peak saturation ratio is 
approximately 1.22 and occurs close to the inlet and along the tube centerline. 

 

Figure 4: Calculated saturation ratio profile inside the condenser at the nominal operating temperatures of 
the 3790_Gold CPC. 
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3.1.1.2 Particle activation 

In a second step, the activation probabilities inside the CPC condenser were calculated 
assuming heterogeneous nucleation of butanol vapours onto the sampled, seed particles 
[14]. According to heterogeneous nucleation theory (a kinetic process), the probability that a 
cluster of butanol has adequately large size (critical cluster) to initiate particle growth is: 

   tItP hetact  exp1  eq. 3 

where, Ihet is the activation rate constant per seed particle, or else heterogeneous 
nucleation rate (nucleated clusters per s), and t is the time the seed particle spends in a zone 
within the CPC where nucleation may occur. The heterogeneous nucleation rate depends on 
the properties of the vapour but also on the physicochemical properties of the seed particles, 
and may be expressed in an Arrhenius form as: 
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where kB is the Boltzman constant, I0het is a kinetic prefactor and ∆G*
het is the free energy 

of formation of a critical cluster on the particle surface. Under the assumptions of negligible 
line tension and size-independent surface tension, σgl, the free energy of formation of a 
critical spherical cluster of radius r* onto a spherical particle of diameter dp can be expressed 
as a fraction of the free energy of formation (∆G*

hom) of a homogeneously nucleated cluster of 
critical radius r* [14]: 

*
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where according to classical nucleation theory: 
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with ρb being the density of liquid butanol. Note that the critical radius is half the Kelvin 
diameter. 

The multiplicative factor, fg, in eq. 5 arises from geometric considerations and takes into 
account the contact angle, θ, between the critical cluster and the curved surface (thus the 
particle affinity for butanol): 
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*2r

d
X p  eq. 6a 

cos21 2 XXg   eq. 6b 

The contact angle takes values from 0 to 180°, and its effect on the heterogeneous 
nucleation mechanism is illustrated in Figure 5. A contact angle of 180° indicates no affinity of 
the particle for butanol, in which case the butanol can only be homogeneously nucleated (fg 
equals 1). At smaller contact angles, the particle can act as a seed onto which the butanol 
cluster can be developed and this reduces the energy barrier (i.e. fg<1). The higher the 
affinity of the particle for butanol, the smaller the contact angle and the smaller the energy 
barrier required for the butanol to heterogeneously nucleate onto the particle (or equivalently 
the smaller the value of fg). In the limit case of a zero contact angle (perfect wetting), the 
cluster develops in the form of a film onto the surface of the particle seed. If the size of the 
particle is bigger than the necessary critical cluster size, there is no activation barrier for 
particle growth (fg=0). For particle seeds smaller than the critical cluster size though, particle 
activation requires the formation of a butanol film, the associated energy barrier of which can 
be derived from geometric considerations: 
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Figure 5: Illustration of the effect of the contact angle on the heterogeneous nucleation mechanism. For 
perfect wetting (θ=00) the activation barrier vanishes when r*<dp/2 (bottom left), but it remains finite when 
r*>dp/2 (bottom right). 
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The kinetic prefactor has a limited effect on the calculations and generally it is sufficient to 
be determined within an accuracy of few orders of magnitude [14]. In this study, the approach 
suggested by Giechaskiel et al. [6] was employed, where the kinetic prefactor is calculated as 
the product of three factors, namely: the cluster growth rate, Rgrowth, the Zeldovich non-
equilibrium homogeneous nucleation factor, Znuc, and the number of adsorbed vapour 
molecules per seed particle, Fads. For the shake of simplicity the equations are not 
reproduced in this report. For the purpose of this study it is sufficient to mention that the 
calculated prefactors were found to be in the order of πd2

p1030 (dp expressed in m). For 
comparison the prefactor suggested by Fletcher [14] in his development of the 
heterogeneous nucleation model was in the order of πd2

p1029 (dp expressed in m). 

3.1.1.3 CPC detection efficiencies 

Once the heterogeneous nucleation rates were calculated for each point of the solution 
grid (500×500), the probabilities for particle activation were determined from eq. 3, assuming 
a characteristic time scale of 0.1 s (estimated residence time over the peak saturation ratio). 
Particles entering the CPC condenser at a given radial bin are assumed to be activated if the 
activation probability (eq. 3) exceeds 50% anywhere along their axial translocation. The 
detection efficiency at a given particle size is then calculated as the fraction of the flux-
averaged concentration of activated particles, Nd

*, to the total flux-averaged inlet particle 
concentration, Nd,in: 
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where ui(ri) is the fluid velocity in the ith radial bin. For a parabolic flow 21)( iii rru  , 

whereas for plug flow constru ii )( (see Section 3.1.2.3). Note that the model developed by 

Giechaskiel et al. [6] takes also into account diffusional particle losses inside the condenser, 
by means of solving the mass transfer problem (eq. 1) for the diffusivity of particles. 
Numerical calculations however suggested that particle losses have insignificant effect (<2 % 
over the size of interest, ~23 nm) in the calculated detection efficiencies and where therefore 
neglected. 

Table 1 provides information on the geometry of the 3790 and the thermophysical 
properties employed in the calculations. 

Figure 6 shows the effect of contact angles (over the range reported from 3790 calibration 
measurements [6]) on the calculated detection efficiencies of the 3790_Gold running at the 
manufacturer’s set operating temperatures of 31.7°C (condenser) and 38.3°C (saturator). 
Also shown in the figure for reference are the detection efficiency requirements laid down in 
the European regulation (50%±12% at 23±1nm and >90% at 41±1nm). The results illustrate 
the strong effect of contact angle on the detection efficiency of the 3790. The larger the 
contact angle, the lower the affinity of the particle for butanol and therefore the lower the 
detection efficiency. The results also illustrate that the model predicts a 50% counting 
efficiency at a larger size (25.5 nm in the perfect wetting region) from the targeted regulatory 
requirement of 23 nm. 
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Table 1: Geometry of the 3790 condenser and thermophysical properties of butanol employed in the 
calculations (data for Psat, Db, ρb from [15] and data for σgl from [16]) 

Description Symbol Unit Value 

3790 

Condenser flowrate Q lpm 0.125 

Condenser length L mm 53 

Condenser radius Dt mm 4.6 

butanol 

Molecular weight Mb g/mol 74.123 

Density ρb kg/m3 




















 

24419.0

05.563
11

266.0

5287.71
T

 

Surface tension σgl(T) N/m, T in K  
1000

15.2730898.018.27  T
 

Saturation pressure Psat(T) Pa, T in K 
  






   618107796.4ln7464.9

9.9185
173.93exp TT

T

Binary diffusion 
coefficient 

Db(T,P) m2/s, T in K, 

P in Pa P

T 75.1
181026199.4   

 

Figure 6: Calculated detection efficiencies of the 3790_Gold CPC at its nominal operating temperatures for 
contact angles spanning from 0° to 20°. Also shown are the requirements specified by the regulations. 
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3.1.2 Additional investigations on the numerical model 

3.1.2.1 Dependence of surface tension on particle curvature 

The basic model employed a fixed value of the surface tension, corresponding to a planar 
surface. It is expected, however, that the surface tension generally depends on the curvature 
of the cluster, as was shown in the pioneering works of Gibbs [17] and Tolman R.C. [18]. The 
influence of curvature (1/r) on the surface tension is given by Tolman [18] as: 
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where δ is a characteristic length (commonly referred to as Tolman length) arising from 
mathematical consideration and particularly differences in the definition of the cluster dividing 
surface (equimolar vs minimum surface tension) [19]. The magnitude of the Tolman length is 
of the order of a molecular diameter (e.g. 0.29 nm for water – [20]), but there is no consensus 
on the sign which appears to depend on the system under consideration [19]. 

Under the assumption of a constant Tolman length, eq. 9 yields to a first order 
approximation [20]: 
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In the case of a critical cluster, the radius, r*,  must satisfy the Laplace equation [14]: 
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The size dependence of the liquid-vapour surface tension on the critical radius size, 
suggests that the microscopic contact angle differs from the macroscopic one (θ∞). At 
(mechanical) equilibrium the contact angle is given by Laplace’s equation: 

gl

lsgs







cos  
eq. 12 

where σij are the surface tensions between the various phases: vapour (g), liquid (l), and 
solid (s). For a curved interface, if the curvature dependent vapour-liquid surface tension eq. 
(10) is used the microscopic microscopic contact angle becomes: 
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Therefore, the effect of cluster curvature on the surface tension, can be taken into 
consideration in the heterogeneous nucleation mode (at least to a first order approximation), 
by replacing eq. 5b with eq. 11 and substituting eq. 10 into eq. 5a, using the microscopic 
contact angle (eq. 13) for the calculation of the multiplicative factor (eq. 6). 

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of Tolman’s length, δ, on the calculated detection efficiencies. 
A negative value of δ, increases the critical radius (eq. 11) and most importantly the free 
energy of formation of a homogeneous nucleating cluster (eq. 5a), thus increasing the energy 
barrier required to activate the particles. A value of 0.1 nm is sufficient to shift the 50% 
counting efficiency by 5 (θ=0°) to 7 nm (θ=10°). A positive value of δ has the opposite effect. 
Yet there exists a maximum value of δ at each contact angle above which eq. 12 yields a 
cosine value of >1. In the calculations, the maximum value of 1 (contact angle 0°) was 
employed whenever this occurred. This explains the smaller effect of positive δ values on the 
plotted counting efficiencies. 

 

Figure 7: Effect of Tolman’s length on the calculated counting efficiencies for perfectly wettable particles (left-
hand panel) and for a contact angle of 10° (right-hand panel). A positive value of Tolman’s length resulted in a 
cosine value being greater than 1 in some cases, and accordingly a contact angle of 0° was employed instead. 

3.1.2.2 Effect of line tension on the activation probabilities 

The heterogeneous nucleation theory, assumes that the critical cluster develops in the 
form of a spherical cap onto a spherical seed particle. In the interface between the cap and 
the particle seed (the circumference of the critical cluster), a line tension, σt, develops that 
also contributes to the Gibbs free energy of formation. Lazaridis M. [21], has amended the 
general heterogeneous nucleation theory to account for the developing line tension. His 
analysis resulted in the following expressions for the critical Gibbs free energy and contact 
angle: 
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where φ is the angle formed between the circumference of the cap and the center of the 
particle seed (see Figure 5) and cosθ∞ is the contact angle for the case of negligible line 
tension.  

It can be shown through geometrical considerations that [14]: 
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Substitution of eq. 15 into eq. 14b results in a 4th order polynomial with respect to the 
microscopic contact angle (θ): 
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The above equation allows for the calculation of the microscopic contact angle (θ) for a 
given macroscopic contact angle (θ∞), line tension (σt) and particle diameter. The critical 
radius is still calculated through eq. 5b. Equation 16 has generally two real solutions in the 
vicinity of cosθ∞ corresponding to positive (cosθ<cosθ∞) and negative (cosθ<cosθ∞) line 
tension (σt). 

 The effect of line tension on the calculated counting efficiencies of the 3790_Gold, 
operating at its nominal condenser and saturator temperatures, is illustrated in Figure 8. The 
contribution of line tension becomes more important at higher contact angles. A line tension 
of ±2×10-12 N (a value that is two orders of magnitude lower from the figure suggested by 
Scheludko et al. [22] for water condensation on hexadecane) is sufficient to shift the 50% 
counting efficiency by 4-7 nm at 10° contact angle. Yet, in the case of perfectly wettable 
particles, the calculated detection efficiencies are indistinguishable over this range of line 
tension values. 
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Figure 8: Effect of line tension on the calculated counting efficiencies at the nominal operating temperatures 
of the 3790_Gold CPC, at contact angles of 0° (left-hand panel) and 10° (right-hand panel). 

3.1.2.3 Effect of inlet temperature and velocity profiles 

The basic model assumes a hydrodynamically fully developed velocity profile (parabolic 
Hagen-Poiseuille), uniform fluid temperature, and uniform, saturated, n-butanol concentration 
at the condenser inlet. Such conditions would probably prevail in a cylindrical geometry with a 
long saturator tube. However, CPC designs may introduce bends, contractions, or other 
deviations from a cylindrical geometry. The effect of different CPC geometries was assessed 
by considering a non-uniform condenser inlet temperature and a constant inlet velocity (plug 
flow). 

The effect of temperature inhomogeneities at the inlet (for a Hagen-Poiseuille flow) was 
quantified by considering a 2° temperature difference between the inlet centerline 
temperature, Tin(r=0), and the inlet wall temperature Tin(r=1). As in the basic model, the n-
butanol inlet concentration was taken to be the concentration of satured n-butanol vapours at 
the non-uniform inlet temperature. The physical properties of the vapour and the carrier gas 
were evaluated at the mean inlet temperature T0m. The inlet concentration, cf. eq. (2a), was 
fitted to a second degree polynomial to simplify the calculation. The inlet temperature and 
concentration profiles used in the calculations were: 

rCrTin 237.39])[(   eq. 17a 
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, 006.0119.0124.69/))(( rrmgrTC insatb   eq. 17b 

Accordingly, the inlet centerline temperature was Tin(r=0)=39.37°C and the inlet wall 
temperature Tin(r=1)=37.37°C. To ensure a consistent comparison with the results of the 
basic model the inhomogeneous inlet temperature and concentration profiles were chosen 
such that their mean values equal the values of the basic model, i.e., the flux-average 
temperature and concentration were T0m = 38.3°C and C0m =64.94 g/m3. Details of the 
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necessary modifications of the analytical solution for inlet profiles specified by a polynomial of 
degree k may be found in Housiadas et al. [23]. 

Figure 9 presents the resulting n-butanol saturation ratio in the condeser, whereas Figure 
10 compares calculated counting efficiencies, at two contact angles, of the 3790_Gold CPC 
for unifom inlet profiles (temperature and n-butanol concentration, basic model) to the 
counting efficiencies for non-uniform profiles. 

 

Figure 9: Calculated saturation ratio profile inside the condenser at the nominal operating temperatures of 
the 3790_Gold CPC, assuming a linear temperature gradient at the inlet of the condenser resulting in a two 
degrees temperature difference between the wall (lowest temperature) and the center rod (highest 
temperature). 

A detailed comparison of Figure 4 and Figure 9 suggests some subtle but systematic 
changes in the saturation ratio profile. More specifically, the peak saturation ratios for non-
uniform temperature profile are slightly higher near the wall and vice versa near the 
condenser center line. Since the activation of large particles requires lower saturation ratios 
and the counting efficiencies effectively increase with the area within which the critical 
saturation ratio for the specific size is achieved, a non-linear temperature profile is expected 
to result in relatively higher counting efficiencies at large sizes and lower efficiencies at 
smaller sizes, as evident in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Calculated counting efficiencies of the 3790_Gold for contact angles of 0° (blue lines) and 10° 
(red lines) assuming uniform temperature profile (solid lines) and a linear temperature gradient (dashed lines) at 
the inlet of the condenser. 

Changes of the inlet velocity profile due to geometry of the CPC were considered by taking 
the saturator inlet velocity to be uniform. As in the basic model, the uniform velocity was 
imposed to be the average velocity uave=0.1254 m/s, the uniform temperature T0m=38.3°C, 
and n-butatol concentration C0m =64.94 g/m3. The change from the parabolic velocity to the 
constant average velocity in eq. 1 requires a change of the spatial scaling of the axial 
variable to twice the scaling shown in eq. 1b. This change is necessary because the 
maximum (centerline) velocity in parabolic flow is aveuu 2max  . For a constant velocity, the 

analytical solution for the dimensionless concentration  xr,  is 
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where  xr,  refers to heat or mass transfer according to eqs. (1b, 1c), )(zJ i  is the ith 

order Bessel function of the first kind, and n  are the zeroes of the 0th order Bessel function 

of the first kind )(0 zJ . As in the basic model, 150 terms were kept in the infinite sum. Figure 

11 and Figure 12 summarize the calculation results. 

Comparison of Figures 4 and 11 shows that for a uniform inlet velocity profile the peak 
saturation ratio becomes slightly higher along all radial locations. Consequently, particle 
activation via heterogeneous nucleation would be easier for a uniform inlet velocity. Figure 
12, where counting efficiencies for the two inlet profiles are compared, confirms this 
observation, i.e., that plug-flow counting efficiency curves are above the parabolic-flow 
efficiency curves (higher counting efficiency for a given particle diameter). 
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Figure 11: Calculated saturation ratio profile inside the condenser at the nominal operating temperatures of 
the 3790_Gold CPC, assuming a plug flow. 

 

Figure 12: Calculated counting efficiencies of the 3790_Gold for contact angles of 0° (blue lines) and 10° 
(red lines) assuming fully developed laminar flow (solid lines) and plug flow (dashed lines) in the condenser. 
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3.1.2.4 Effect of particle charge state 

It was long known that ions can enhance the homogeneous nucleation of vapours [24]. An 
approximate thermodynamic expression for ion induced homogeneous nucleation was 
already developed more than a century ago [25, 26]. Under the assumption of a charged ion 
surrounded by a layer of condensed vapour, the Gibbs free energy of formation of a droplet 
of radius r is reduced by: 
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where r and r0 are the radii of the droplet and the ion, respectively, q is the charge on the 
ion, while ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and εl (εg) the dielectric constant of the liquid (vapor) 
phase.  

Accordingly the saturation ratio at which homogenous nucleation of butanol vapours 
occurs, reduces to [26, 27]: 
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In writing eq. 20 we have taken the vapor-phase dielectric constant to be unity (valid to a 
good approximation). Figure 13 compares the critical saturation ratios for homogeneous 
nucleation and ion-induced nucleation of butanol vapours (ε=18) at the nominal saturator 
temperature of the 3790 CPC (38.3°C). The calculations clearly show that the effect of 
charges becomes important only at small particle sizes (less than 0.1% reduction in the 
saturation ratio at 8 nm). 

 

Figure 13: Critical saturation ratios for homogeneous nucleation (Kelvin effect) and ion-induced 
homogeneous nucleation of butanol vapours at the nominal saturator temperature of the 3790 CPC. 
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The problem of heterogeneous nucleation of vapours onto charged particles is far more 
complicated as it requires consideration of the complex electric field forming around the 
particle [28]. In the case of small contact angles though, it is anticipated that eq. 20 is 
approximately valid if one replaces r0 with the particle radius [29], and combination of the 
Thompson and Fletcher theories were shown to adequately explain experimental data. 
Overall, it is expected that the effect of particle charge on the detection efficiencies of the 
3790 CPC should be insignificant, at least over the size range of interest (>10 nm). 

3.1.2.5 Particle growth 

The heterogeneous nucleation theory developed by Fletcher [14] and employed in the 
calculations presented in this report, considers the idealized case of the activation of an 
isolated particle in a surrounding gas held at constant supersaturation of given vapours. In 
reality, the saturation ratio profile inside the condenser of the CPC shows a strong spatial 
variation (Figure 4). Furthermore, the condensation of vapours onto the particle may affect 
the saturation ratios in the vicinity of the particle due to both a) latent heat release and b) 
vapour depletion and this can affect the activation of neighbour particles. 

In order to investigate the significance of such effects on the counting efficiencies of the 
CPC, some condensational growth calculations were performed. To simplify the calculations, 
the condensational growth problem was decoupled from the heat and mass transfer problem 
(eq. 1). That is, the growth of particles was investigated over the temperature and saturation 
profile calculated with eq. 1. 

According to Fuchs [30] the rate of particle growth is given by [31, 32]: 
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where pd and p∞ are the vapour pressures at the droplet surface and the surroundings 
while Td and T∞ the corresponding temperatures. The Fuchs correction factor, φ, accounts for 
the lower rates of growth of particles in the transition and free molecule regimes: 
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where λ is the mean free path between molecular collusions, which for air can be 
calculated as [33]: 
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The temperature at the droplet is affected by both the heat acquired by the droplet due to 
condensation and that lost by conduction to the cooler surroundings. Balancing of these two 
heat transfer mechanisms yields a steady-state temperature elevation that can be calculated 
from the following expression [31, 32]: 
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where Hb is the butanol latent heat of evaporation and kair is the thermal conductivity of the 
carrier gas (air). 

The onset of particle growth was considered to be the point at which the particle activated 
inside the CPC condenser. Since the condensation growth model described by eq. 18 to eq. 
23 is based on thermodynamic considerations only, particle activation for these calculations 
was assumed to occur at saturation ratios above the Kelvin ratio, KR:, (eq. 5b): 
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This assumption was necessary, since the use of a potentially lower droplet vapour 
pressure determined from heterogeneous nucleation considerations in the system of eq. 21 
to eq. 23 could result in droplet shrinkage. 

For the solution of the ordinary differential equation described in eq. 21, the 4th order 
Runge Kutta method was employed [34]. Equation 23 was solved implicitly at each 
calculation step using the secant method [34]. 

Figure 14 shows the calculated distribution of droplet sizes at the exit of the condenser at 
the nominal operating temperatures of the 3790_Gold CPC for four selected sizes. The 
results suggest that particles grow to sufficiently large sizes to be effectively detected in the 
optical sensor (capable of sensing droplets larger than circa 0.5 μm – [32]). Figure 15 shows 
the calculated time evolution of droplets following activation of 23 nm particles at the nominal 
operating temperatures of the 3790_Gold for two extreme cases, namely a) particles entering 
at the centre of the condenser and b) particles entering at the outermost radial location at 
which 23 nm particles activate. In both cases, the particles grow to super micron sizes in less 
than 5 ms. 

Some calculations were also performed to investigate whether the quantity of butanol 
vapours available in the condenser suffices for the calculated droplet growths. The mass of 
vapours that condenses on particles entering the condenser at a given radial location was 
calculated as: 
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where ddroplet is the diameter of the droplet which was assumed to instantaneously reach 
the peak size calculated at the exit of the condenser (worst-case scenario). The results of 
these calculations are plotted in Figure 16. The left-hand panel depicts the fraction of the total 
available vapour mass that is consumed at the point where particle activation occurs 
(resulting from the solution of the mass transfer problem – eq. 1 and eq. 2). The right-hand 
panel illustrates the associated reduction in the local saturation ratio. The results suggest that 
the larger the particle seed size the larger the fraction of available butanol that will be 
consumed. This is mostly due to the larger size of the droplet (Figure 14) and to a much 
lesser extend due to the lower amount of butanol available at the lower supersaturations at 
which larger particles activate. A 3% reduction in the butanol vapour concentration will result 
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in a similar reduction of the local saturation ratios (lying in the range of 1 to 1.25 at the 
nominal operating temperatures of the 3790). 

 

 

Figure 14: Calculated distribution of droplet sizes at the exit of the 3790 condenser at the nominal operating 
temperatures, for four selected particle sizes. 

 

Figure 15: Time evolution of droplet size upon activation of 23 nm particles at the nominal operating 
temperatures of the 3790 CPC. Two extreme cases are shown, corresponding to particles entering at the center 
of the condenser and the outermost radial location at which 23 nm particles activate. 
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Condensation growth can also reduce the saturation ratios in the vicinity of the point at 
which a particle activates through convection/conduction of the heat released by the warmer 
(eq. 23) droplet. Figure 17 shows the calculated temperature increase at the droplet surface 
at the point where the particle activates inside the condenser. Again the calculations where 
performed assuming the droplet grows instantly, but as noted by Hinds W.C. [31] the droplet 
size has minimal effect in the calculations. The results suggest that the maximum 
temperature increase occurs during activation of the smallest particles and is approximately 
1.5°C. The right-hand panel of Figure 17 also shows the decrease in the local saturation 
associated with the temperature rise through condensation. The maximum reduction 
(occurring during activation of the smallest detectable size ~17.5 nm) is calculated to be 
9.3%. 

Whether or not the calculated reductions in the local saturation ratios will affect the 
activation of neighbour particles will depend on the relative distance between the particles. 
Assuming a maximum concentration of 10000 #/cm3 and that the particles are uniformly 
distributed in the condenser, the mean distance between particles is: 

mcmcm 4640464.00001.03 3   eq. 26 

This figure is approximately 60 times larger the maximum droplet size (Figure 14) and as 
such it can be speculated that the activation of a given particle can not affect the activation of 
other particles in the neighbour. Overall, the calculations suggest that practically, all activated 
particles are effectively counted. 

 

 

Figure 16: Maximum estimated fraction of butanol depleted (left-hand panel) and associated reduction in the 
local saturation ration (right-hand panel) during activation of particles inside the condenser of the 3790_Gold at 
its nominal operating temperatures. 
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Figure 17: Calculated temperature increase at the droplet surface (left-hand panel) and associated reduction 
in the local saturation ration (right-hand panel) during activation of particles inside the condenser of the 
3790_Gold at its nominal operating temperatures. 

3.2 Simulated Tandem DMA responses 

Some numerical calculations were also performed in order to estimate the charging state 
of the particles classified in the TDMA setup (e.g. Figure 2 and Figure 3). The calculation 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 18. 

Starting from the polydisperse size distribution produced by the generator (as measured 
with a TSI 3936L10 SMPS), the distribution of charges acquired in the first neutralizer was 
calculated (Figure 18b). For these calculations the approximate formulas derived by 
Wiedensohler A. [35], and are also used in the TSI data inversion software, were employed 
(Figure 19). 

In a second step the size distributions of negatively charged particles were convoluted with 
the transfer function of the first DMA at the selected (positive) centre rod voltage (Figure 
18c). Since the DMA classifies particles according to their electrical mobility, Zp, the size 
distributions of charged particles were reallocated on the electrical mobility axis according to 
their number, n, of elementary electrical charges, e: 
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where μ is the viscosity of air and CC is the Cunningham slip correction factor [36]: 
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Figure 18: Calculation procedure for the simulation of the TDMA responses. 
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Figure 19: Distribution of charges acquired in the neutralizer according to Wiedensohler A. [35]. 

The transfer functions were calculated using the semi-analytical solution derived by 
Stolzenburg [37] that takes into account diffusion broadening (Figure 20): 
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where Qa, Qs, Qsh and Qe are the operating flows of the DMA (aerosol inlet flow, extracted 
sample flow, sheath flow and excess flow), LDMA is the length of the centre rod, r1 and r2 are 
the inner and outer radii of the annular space of the DMA classification region and V0 is the 
centre rod voltage. 

 

 

Figure 20: Calculated transfer functions for the Grimm-DMA (red line) and the LDMA (blue line) at the 
operating flowrates employed in this study and for a selected classified size of 70 nm, using the semi-analytical 
expression of Stolzenburg [37]. 

 

The negatively charged particles exiting the first DMA were then neutralized again in the 
second bipolar charger, and the fraction of positively charged particles was recalculated 
(Figure 18d – [35]). The last stage of the calculations consisted of convoluting the distribution 
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of positively charged particles entering the second DMA with the transfer function of the 
second DMA (Figure 20) for each negative centre rod voltage applied. This allowed for a 
reconstruction of the CPC trace over a TDMA scan as well as for the estimation of the 
fraction of multiply charged particles in the aerosol sampled by the CPC at each instant of the 
TDMA scan (Figure 18f). 

Particle losses in the TDMA system were not taken into account in these calculations but 
their effect is expected to be small due to the large particle sizes employed in these particular 
tests (set diameter at ~100 nm). 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 DMA Calibration 

Figure 21 illustrates a typical size distribution of the nebulized 500 nm PSL particles as 
measured with the TSI 3936L10 SMPS. Both the multiply-charged corrected and the 
uncorrected distributions are shown for comparisons. The 500 nm PSL spheres can be 
clearly distinguished from the background, polydisperse distribution of impurities in the 
diluted water suspensions. A smaller peak occurring at somehow larger sizes (~640 nm) 
most probably corresponds to doublets of PSL spheres. In fact, theoretical calculations [38] 
suggest that the mobility diameter of a dimer composed of two 500 nm spheres is 645 nm, for 
motion parallel to the symmetry axis joining the two monomer centers of mass. These results 
provide evidence of particle alignment inside the DMA [39] at least at the elevated voltage 
required to classify doublets of 500 nm spheres (~7400 V). 

The spikes occurring at smaller particle sizes in the uncorrected distribution (i.e. the one 
resulting assuming that all particles are singly charged) correspond to multiple charged PSL 
spheres. The multiple-charge correction algorithm, effectively reduces these spikes. 
Interestingly though, some distinct spikes can still be identified, suggesting that the inversion 
algorithm underestimates the fraction of multiply charged particles. 

 

Figure 21: Typical size distributions of nebulized 500 nm PSL particles measured with the TSI’s 3936L10 
SMPS. Both the multiply-charged corrected (blue line) and the uncorrected (red line) distributions are shown. 

 

The SMPS distributions do not provide however accurate information on the sizing 
capabilities of the LDMA due to the limitation of 64 size bins per decade inherent in the TSI’s 
data inversion algorithm and to a lesser extent (owing to the long scan times employed) due 
to inaccuracies related to the scanning mode of operation [12, 11]. Figure 22 shows instead 
the measured concentrations of PSL spheres over 4 repetitions of step voltage changes 
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around the nominal peak. The calculated geometric mean diameter was found to be 
499.8 (±0.7) nm (where the error-band next to the numbers presented hereinafter 
corresponds to ± one standard deviation). Stolzenburg’s transfer function calculated at the 
operating flowrates (as measured with a bubble flowmeter) and the nominal peak of 498 nm 
is also shown for reference. The measured concentrations closely follow the shape of the 
Stolzenburg’s transfer function, suggesting minimal broadening of the transfer function 
caused by instrumental imperfections [40]. 

 

Figure 22: Measured concentrations of PSL spheres over step voltage changes of the LDMA center rod 
around the nominal PSL peak (dots). The error-bars indicate the variability in the number concentrations 
(expressed as one standard deviation) over the 60 s sampling time over each voltage setting. Also shown is 
Stolzenburg’s transfer function (solid line) calculated at the nominal particle size of 498 nm. 

 

Figure 23 shows measured number concentrations over step voltage changes of the 
Grimm-DMA around the nominal peak of the PSL spheres at sample flowrates of 0.3 lpm and 
1 lpm. Also shown are Stolzenburg’s transfer functions (eq. 28) calculated at two center rod 
lengths. All operating flowrates were measured with a bubble flowmeter, with the measured 
values suggesting balanced flows within a 4% accuracy. The best fit with the calculated 
Stolzenburg transfer functions was obtained assuming an effective center rod length of 
41.5 cm rather than the nominal value of 44 cm, and was accordingly employed instead in 
the subsequent analysis. 

It should be noted that the inlet impactor of the instrument was removed to allow operation 
of the DMA at sample flowrates of higher than 0.3 lpm without introducing a significant 
pressure drop. Additionally, some preliminary checks revealed a leakage resulting in a 
bimodal transfer function, which was resolved by means of wrapping some Teflon tape 
around the o-ring sealing the center rod at the base of the DMA. It is not clear to what extent 
these modifications have affected the effective length of the center rod. It needs to be 
stressed that the particular DMA is a very old design which was shortly replaced by Grimm by 
the Hauke type DMA. 
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Figure 23: Measured concentrations of PSL spheres over step voltage changes of the Grimm-DMA center 
rod around the nominal PSL peak (dots) at sample flowrates of 0.3 lpm (left-hand panel) and 1 lpm (right-hand 
panel). The error-bars indicate the variability in the number concentrations (expressed as one standard 
deviation) over the 60 s sampling time over each voltage setting. Also shown is Stolzenburg’s transfer function 
(solid line) calculated at the nominal particle size of 498 nm assuming a center rod length of 44 and 41.5 cm. 

 

4.2 Calibration of the 3025A CPC 

As stated in the experimental section, the TSI 3025A CPC was calibrated against silver 
nano-particles. Figure 24 shows the size distribution of the produced aerosol as measured 
with the TSI 3690N25 SMPS before the actual calibration experiments. Also shown are the 
fractions of singly and doubly charged particles assumed on the data inversion software [35]. 
Practically all particles in the size regime examined (sub 15 nm) were singly charged. In lack 
of a need to control the multiply charge fractions, a single DMA was employed. TSI Nano-
DMA was selected in order to minimize particle losses at this small size range. 

Figure 25 shows the experimentally determined detection efficiencies of the 3025A CPC 
measured against the 3068B electrometer (Figure 1). The generator produced very high 
concentrations of nano-sized particles as evident from the high electrometer responses (in 
excess of 40 fA in most of the tests at a sample flowrate of 1.5 lpm). The measured 
concentrations agreed within ±1 % (coefficient of variation) with the electrometer indications 
down to 5 nm, below which size the CPC reported lower concentrations in good agreement 
with the nominal detection efficiencies of the instrument. 
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Figure 24: Measured size distribution of the silver particles produced in the SPG for the calibration of the TSI 
3025A. The dashed lines illustrate the fraction of singly and doubly charged particles. 

 

 

Figure 25: Experimentally determined detection efficiencies of the TSI 3025A CPC over two test sequences 
(illustrated with different symbols). The numbers on top of each measurement size corresponds to the average 
electrometer response at the two test sequences. Also shown is the nominal detection efficiency curve 
employed in the TSI SMPS data inversion algorithm.  
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4.3 Linearity measurements 

4.3.1 Sample pressure effect 

The 3068B electrometer monitors in real time the pressure at the inlet and the temperature 
at the (temperature-controlled) sensing zone and accordingly adjusts the volumetric flowrate 
to maintain the mass flowrate constant. Some dedicated measurements were performed in 
order to verify whether the flow adjustments were accurate. In these tests, a needle valve 
was installed at the inlet of the electrometer to control the inlet pressure and the sample 
flowrate was measured with a bubble flowmeter installed upstream of the needle valve 
(through a 20 cm long silicon tube). Figure 26 shows the measured volumetric flowrates as a 
function of the inlet pressure. The changes are in good agreement with the calculated 
volumetric flow change assuming that the mass flowrate is maintained at the set value of 
1 slpm. 

 

 

Figure 26: Volumetric sample flowrates (red dots) of the 3068B electrometer as measured with the bubble 
flowmeter at different inlet pressures measured with the pressure transducer located inside the electrometer. 
Also shown is the calculated ideal gas correction (blue line) assuming that the mass flowrate remains constant. 

 

The flowrate of the 3790 and 3010 CPCs is controlled by a critical orifice that is maintained 
at constant temperature (optics temperature). Accordingly, the mass flowrate at the sample 
inlet is proportional to the inlet pressure and does not depend on the inlet temperature [41]. 
Actually, the pressure drop upstream of the critical orifice, which is also monitored, needs to 
be accounted for, even though this correction has a small effect [42]. In order to check the 
validity of this assumption some dedicated experiments were performed using the setup 
shown in Figure 3, modified to introduce a needle valve at the inlet of the 3790. Changes in 
the concentrations upstream of the needle valve (due to changes in the TDMA sample flows), 
were monitored with the 3025A CPC which was sampling in parallel, and were accounted for. 
The resulting changes in the 3790 concentration are plotted in Figure 27 as a function of the 
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measured inlet pressure. A clear decrease of the inlet concentration with decreasing inlet 
pressure was observed in good agreement with the expected mass flow rate reduction. The 
concentration changes were somehow higher, with the absolute difference increasing from 
less than 1% at 94 kPa to 4.5% at 86.7 kPa. This could be attributed to particle losses inside 
the needle valve which are expected to increase with increasing throttling and accordingly the 
under-pressure. It should be mentioned at this point that the under-pressure at the sampling 
point during the calibration experiments ranged between 3 and 5 kPa. 

 

 

Figure 27: Changes in the measured concentrations of the 3790 CPC resulting from throttling of the 3790 
inlet as a function of the inlet pressure. Also shown is the estimated concentration change resulting from the 
change of the mass flowrate caused by pressure changes. 

 

The approach employed in the present study to account for the inlet pressure effect, was 
to measure the volumetric flowrate of both the electrometer and the 3790 CPC connected at 
the calibration configuration before and after each set of experiments. Since both instruments 
were exposed to the same inlet temperature and pressure, the mass flowrate should be 
proportional to the volumetric one. Accordingly the relative indications of the two instruments 
were corrected for the volumetric flowrate ratios. This assumption is not strictly valid in the 
case of temperature fluctuations for the 3790 but the overall effect is minimal since the 
ambient temperature remained within 21 to 28°C during the whole measurement campaign 
(maximum 1-(273.15+21)/(273.15+28)=2% error). 

 

4.3.2 CPC spikes occurring during butanol filling 

Sometimes during the zero level checks (see section 2.3.3) the 3790_Gold CPC gave 
some high concentration spikes which were not observed in the electrometer response. 
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Figure 28 illustrates the raw data from a test where the CPC gave three spikes (during three 
subsequent filling attempts) one of which peaked at 4800 #/cm3 (equivalent to approximately 
16 fA at the electrometer settings employed) when the electrometer remained at zero levels. 
It needs to be stressed that this was an extreme case, since usually the concentration spikes 
were smaller in magnitude (~100-300 #/cm3). These spikes were found to coincide with 
butanol filling. 

It is not clear whether these spikes are related to electrical noise caused by the opening of 
the butanol valve or over-dosing of butanol. The latter could potentially result in butanol 
droplets entering the saturator or even temporarily high supersaturations sufficient to initiate 
homogeneous nucleation of butanol vapours inside the condenser. It is worth noting that 
such behaviour was not observed in the other two 3790 models tested in the study. Whatever 
the origin of these false counts, they could explain the spikes observed in the measurements 
of Johnson et al. [43]. The raw data was checked for such spikes the presence of which 
constituted the data invalid. 

 

Figure 28: Typical concentration spike in the 3790_Gold response occurring during some of the zero level 
checks. 

 

4.3.3 Linearity tests 

Typical size distribution downstream of a TDMA setup exhibit distinct peaks corresponding 
to mainly singly or mainly doubly charged particles (and to a much lesser extend triply 
charged particles) as shown in Figure 18. Doubly charged particles produce double as much 
electrometer signal compared to singly charged particles for the same number concentration. 
Given that the major limitation of calibrating CPCs against electrometers is the relatively low 
electrometer sensitivity [7], the use of doubly charged particles has the potential to effectively 
half the lowest number concentration that can be calibrated against an electrometer. 
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In order to investigate this possibility, some dedicated experiments were performed, the 
results of which are summarized in Figure 29. The right-hand panel compares the measured 
TDMA response under an exponentially varying voltage of the second DMA (LDMA) to the 
simulated TDMA response following the analysis described in section 3.2. It should be noted 
that it was not possible to compare the absolute levels since the TDMA inlet concentrations 
were adjusted between the SMPS (used to simulate the TDMA responses - Figure 18) and 
the TDMA tests, using the dilution bridge (Figure 2). 

While the simulated TDMA response captures the general shape of the measured TDMA 
response, the relative magnitude of the different peaks is not reproduced accurately. The two 
peaks at 65 and 98 nm correspond to doubly and singly charged particles of the same size, 
and therefore the deviations between the simulated and measured responses can not be 
attributed to diffusional losses or size-dependent counting efficiencies. The particles at the 
two larger peaks (98 nm and 142 nm) differ in size but at such large diameters diffusional 
losses and CPC counting efficiencies are not expected to have affected the relative counts. 
These findings (which were consistently observed during the whole measurement campaign) 
rather indicate that the charging probabilities may differ from those commonly assumed when 
inverting DMA data. This is in agreement with what the distributions of the resuspended PSL 
spheres suggest (Figure 21). 

The simulated TDMA responses suggest that the average number of charges at the three 
peaks, namely 65, 98 and 142 nm, were 2.024, 1.034 and 1.005, respectively. These figures 
suggest that the peak at the largest size is the least affected by multiply charges and 
therefore should give the most accurate results for a given number concentration. The left-
hand panel in Figure 29 summarizes the calibration results for this particular experiment. In 
the measurements, the TDMA inlet concentration was adjusted in order to maintain similar 
number concentration at each size examined. Four to five successive measurements were 
performed at each set point in the second DMA. Filled symbols show the calculated relative 
difference between the 3790 and the electrometer (3068B) concentrations assuming an 
integer number of charges (1 or 2, accordingly). The results at the largest peak 
corresponding to the set diameter of both DMAs (98 nm) gave the largest difference, which 
was -13.9% (±0.4%). A smaller difference of -12.4% (±0.3%) was obtained in the tests at 
65 nm. The tests with 142 nm particles gave an even lower difference of -10.4% (±0.6%). 

A better agreement was obtained when using the estimated average number of charges 
per particle (2.024 at 65 nm, 1.034 at 98 nm and 1.005 at 142 nm). The corresponding 
figures shown with open symbols in Figure 29, were -11.4% (±0.3%) at 65 nm, 
-11.0% (±0.5%) at 98 nm and -9.9% (±0.6%) at 142 nm. The somehow smaller differences at 
142 nm may point towards higher counting efficiencies at this larger particle size even if the 
difference is statistically insignificant. Most probably though, the difference is related to 
uncertainties in the calculated number of charges, given the observed discrepancies between 
the simulated and measured TDMA responses. 

In order to further increase the sensitivity of the electrometer, the possibility to use higher 
sample flowrates was also investigated. Dedicated tests were performed at electrometer 
sample flowrates of 1 lpm and 5 lpm. The TDMA inlet concentrations were step-wisely 
adjusted to achieve different electrometer levels, that spanned from 70 fA down to 10 fA. Two 
repetitions were performed at each concentration level. 
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Figure 29: Counting efficiencies of the Golden 3790 CPC at 98 and 142 nm (left-hand panel) and the 
corresponding measured and simulated TDMA responses (right-hand panel). The “corrected” detection 
efficiencies (open symbols) were determined using the concentration weighted average charge suggested by 
the simulated TDMA responses. 

 

The results of these experiments are summarized in Figure 30. The results obtained with 
singly charged (estimated average number of charges per particle was 1.022) 100 nm 
particles at an electrometer flowrate of 1 lpm, suggested an average difference of -
12.5% (±0.5%) over the concentration range of 2300-12500 #/cm3. The individual differences 
did not show any dependence on the concentration level examined, given the variability 
observed over the repetitions at a given concentration level. The results for doubly charged 
(estimated 2.005 charged per particle) 100 nm particles at an electrometer flowrate of 1 lpm 
suggested an average difference of -14% (±0.4%) over the concentration range of 1700 to 
2700 #/cm3. The corresponding figures for an electrometer flowrate of 5 lpm were -
11.4% (±0.4%) for singly charged particles over the concentration range of 690 to 3100 #/cm3 
and -11.6% (±0.6%) for doubly charged particles over the concentration range of 320 to 
630 #/cm3. 

Overall, the relative difference between the 3790 CPC and the electrometer concentrations 
remained within -10 to -14% over the number concentration range of 330 to 12000 #/cm3. 
There appears to be a systematic yet statistically insignificant difference in the levels 
obtained at different electrometer flowrates of particle charge states probably originating from 
errors in the flowrate measurements and the estimation of the actual charge state. 
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Figure 30: Counting efficiencies of the Golden 3790 CPC at 100 nm (left-hand panel) and the corresponding 
measured and simulated TDMA responses (right-hand panel). Different symbol colors correspond to different 
electrometer sample flowrates (red for 1 lpm and blue for 5 lpm). Open symbols indicate results obtained using 
singly charged particles at 100 nm while filled symbols correspond to results obtained using doubly charged 
particles. 

 

4.4 Detection efficiencies 

4.4.1 Pressure effect 

The TSI 3025A CPC employed as the reference instrument for the characterization of the 
3010 and 3790 detection efficiencies incorporates a complex flow scheme with three internal 
flow splittings. Accordingly, its operation is very sensitive to inlet pressure fluctuations. Yet it 
is difficult to predict the effect of inlet pressure on the recorded concentrations. In that 
respect, some dedicated experiments were performed in which the 3025A CPC was 
sampling in parallel to the 3790_Gold CPC, graphite particles classified in the LDMA (set at 
115 nm). A needle valve was installed upstream of the LDMA to control the inlet pressure in 
both CPCs. The number concentration was maintained approximately constant at 3500 #/cm3 
during these tests. 

The relative difference (using 3025A as a reference) between the two CPC indications are 
shown as a function of the inlet pressure (as determined with the 3790 CPC) in Figure 31. 
The results suggest a slightly different influence if the inlet pressure in the indications of the 
two CPCs. The relative difference in the concentrations changed from approximately -8% at 
96 kPa to approximately -11% at 87 kPa. Over the range of inlet pressures encountered in 
the calibration experiments (92 to 95 kPa) the overall effect was less than 2% and was 
therefore disregarded from the subsequent analysis. In that respect, no pressure correction 
was employed in the indications of the two instruments. The volumetric sample flowrates 
were checked regularly though during the campaign with the bubble flowmeter and the day to 
day variations were found to be less than 2%. 
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Figure 31: Relative difference between the indicated concentrations of the 3790_Gold and the 3025A CPCs 
at different inlet pressures. The calibration particles were graphite aggregates classified in the LDMA set at 
115 nm. 

 

4.4.2 CPC inter-comparisons 

The linearity of the 3025A and the 3010 CPCs was not checked against the electrometer 
as the latter was available for a limited number of tests. Instead, some inter-comparisons 
were performed against the reference 3025A CPC. Figure 32 shows the results of these 
checks, which suggest that the relative difference for the different CPCs remained constant 
within ±1% over the concentration range of 150 to 8000 #/cm3. The 3010 CPC gave very low 
particle counts, outside the specifications of the manufacturer. This performance degradation 
of the particular instrument was known and already reported in a previous study [44].  
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Figure 32: Cross-comparison of the 3010, 3790_Gold and 3025A CPC responses to monodisperse graphite 
particles at different concentration levels. 

 

4.4.3 Counting efficiencies of the 3790_Gold CPC 

Figure 33 summarizes the experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the 
3790_Gold for PAO and graphite particles over a range of operating temperatures selected 
around the nominal values. The results were normalized with respect to the peak detection 
efficiency obtained over each measurement date (always PAO at elevated temperature 
difference – around 93%). 

Focusing at the manufacturer set operating temperatures (31.7°C and 38.3°C), the 
counting efficiency for 23 nm PAO particles was found to be 49%, 51% and 54 % over the 
three test repetitions performed. These figures verify the calibration certificate of the 
instrument which was based on measurements with PAO. The counting efficiency for 23 nm 
graphite particles was only 34%, a figure that is outside the specifications laid down in the 
European regulation [2] (38-62%). The differences were more evident at larger sizes with the 
counting efficiency at 41 nm being 90 to 92% for PAO but only 77% for graphite, which again 
did not fulfil the regulatory requirements. 

 The differences in the counting efficiencies of PAO and graphite particles were more 
pronounced at low saturator-condenser temperature differences. This behaviour is consistent 
with what the heterogeneous nucleation model predicts for materials of different contact 
angles. For example, Figure 33 also shows the predicted counting efficiencies for contact 
angles of 0° and 10°. These two values were found to reproduce best the onset of the 
experimentally determined counting efficiencies at the lowest temperature difference 
examined. The numerical calculations predict that the 50% counting efficiency will differ by 
less than 1 nm at a 27°C / 38.3°C (condenser / saturator temperature) setting but more than 
8 nm at a 32.7°C / 38.3°C. The experimentally determined shifts in the 50% counting 
efficiency were 0.6 nm at a 27°C / 38.3°C setting and 9.2 nm at a 32.7°C / 38.3°C in very 
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good agreement with the numerical calculations. Interestingly, the numerical calculations also 
predicted well the onset of particle activation at the different temperature settings examined. 
The absolute differences in the sub-50% portion of the counting efficiency curves were less 
than 6%, that is around the experimental uncertainty over the steep part of the curve. 

 

 

Figure 33: Experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the 3790_Gold CPC for PAO (blue symbols) 
and graphite (red symbols) particles at different operating temperatures. Tests conducted on different days are 
shown with different color shading. Open symbols indicate counting efficiencies determined at concentration 
levels higher than 300 #/cm3 while filled symbols correspond to counting efficiencies determined at 
concentration levels of less than 300 #/cm3. Also shown are the theoretically predicted counting efficiencies for 
contact angles of 0° (blue line) and 10° (red line). 

 

The deviations from the model though were larger above the 50% counting efficiency, 
especially at the lowest temperature differences examined. The model yielded systematically 
higher counting efficiencies in the >80%-90% region. This range is strongly affected by the 
activation of particles near the condenser walls, where the critical saturation ratios occur 
within a very narrow range. Distortions in the flow and especially in the temperature profile at 
the inlet of the condenser were shown to have a very strong effect on the activation of the 
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particles in the wall (Figure 10 and Figure 12). It is therefore expected that temperature and 
flow non-idealities have contributed to this systematic underestimation. 

One particular observed inconsistency relates to the very high counting efficiencies 
measured with PAO in the 50-80% range mostly evident at the two lowest temperature 
differences observed. The experimental data were found to lie above the maximum predicted 
counting efficiencies corresponding to perfectly wettable particles (under the assumptions of 
fully developed laminar flow and uniform temperature profile).  Similar findings were observed 
by Giechaskiel et al. [6], who attributed this inconsistency in contamination of PAO particles 
due to incomplete evaporation of the buffer solution (50%-50% ethanol and isopropanol with 
67 mM ammonium acetate) employed in the electrospray generator employed in their study. 
However, due to the generation method employed in the present study, contamination of the 
generated PAO particles is not considered likely. Temperature and flow non-idealities seem a 
more plausible reason for these discrepancies. 

 

4.4.4 Counting efficiencies of the 3790_JRC CPC 

Figure 34 summarizes the experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the 
3790_JRC for PAO and graphite particles. Similar trends were observed, with the CPC 
exhibiting lower efficiency in detecting graphite particles than PAO. The difference was more 
evident as the operating temperature difference decreased. 

The PAO results at the manufacturer’s set temperatures of 31.3°C / 38.3°C (condenser / 
saturator temperature), suggested a counting efficiency at 23 nm of 48% and 50% over the 
two test repetitions, verifying the calibration certificate of the instrument, obtained with emery 
oil. It is interesting though to note that the 3790_JRC CPC is set at a 0.4°C higher 
temperature difference in order to achieve the same 50% counting efficiency with the 
3790_Gold CPC. Similar and even larger differences (up to 0.9°C) in the set temperature 
differences of 3790 CPCs have been reported by Giechaskiel et al. [5]. 

Such variation in the temperature settings probably reflect manufacturing imperfections, 
but constitute modelling of the CPC performance challenging especially considering the 
generally low operating temperature differences (nominal 6.6°C). For example Figure 35, 
compares the experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the two 3790 CPCs at their 
nominal operating temperatures for PAO particles with numerical calculations for perfectly 
wettable particles over the range of temperature differences reported by Giechaskiel et al. [5]. 
The experimental data are in very good agreement despite the 0.4°C difference in the set 
temperature difference. Yet the numerical model suggests that this 0.4°C difference can 
result in a shift of the counting efficiencies by 5% to 10% over the steep part of the curve. 
The extended range of operating temperature differences reported by Giechaskiel et al. [5] 
would result in a shift of 12% to 21%. Any modelling results therefore need to be assessed 
taking such uncertainties into consideration. 
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Figure 34: Experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the 3790_JRC CPC for PAO (blue symbols) 
and graphite (red symbols) particles at different operating temperatures. Tests conducted on different days are 
shown with different color shading. Open symbols indicate counting efficiencies determined at concentration 
levels higher than 300 #/cm3 while filled symbols correspond to counting efficiencies determined at 
concentration levels of less than 300 #/cm3. Also shown are the theoretically predicted counting efficiencies for 
contact angles of 0° (blue line) and 10° (red line). 

 

Figure 35: Comparison of experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the two 3790 CPCs tested in 
the study at their nominal operating temperatures for PAO with numerical calculations for perfectly wettable 
particles over the range of set condenser wall temperatures reported for 3790 CPCs [5]. 
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4.4.5 Effect of the operating temperatures on the peak detection efficiencies of 
the 3790 CPC 

The use of the 3025A CPC as a reference instrument introduced some uncertainty in the 
calculation of the 3790 absolute detection efficiencies due to the complex flow scheme and 
the associated uncertainties introduced by the day to day variation in inlet pressures (e.g. 
Figure 31). To account for this, the indications of the CPC under calibration were checked 
regularly against the 3025 at a size large enough to ensure a 100% counting efficiency 
(typically 100 or 160 nm). These checks were performed following each change of the 
operating temperature or calibration particle material. 

A common observation during these checks was that the peak counting efficiencies 
depended on the operating temperature difference of the 3790. One particular measurement 
day consisted of a sequence of tests with graphite at different condenser temperatures of the 
3790_Gold CPC, followed by tests PAO at some of the previously tested operating 
temperatures. The saturator temperature was held at 38.3°C during all these tests. The 
experimentally determined counting efficiencies at 160 nm are summarized in Figure 36, 
which suggests a clear dependence on the temperature difference and the calibration particle 
employed. Higher counting efficiencies were observed for PAO, ranging from 96% at a 
condenser temperature of 29.3°C to 93% at a condenser temperature of 32.7°. The counting 
efficiencies for graphite particles ranged from 92% at 27.3°C and 91% at 29.3°C to 83% at 
32.7°C. 

 

 

Figure 36: Peak counting efficiencies (uncorrected for the slope of the 3790) of the 3790_Gold CPC for 160 
nm graphite (red dots) and PAO (blue dots) particles at different condenser temperatures. The numbers on top 
of each dot indicate the test sequence. 
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Similar trends were observed in some dedicated experiments with the 3790_JRC CPC. 
During these tests, the condenser temperature of the 3790_JRC was changed while 
sampling in parallel to the 3025A CPC monodisperse PAO particles (Figure 3) of 105 and 
160 nm. The CPC was allowed to stabilize at each new temperature setting for at least 5 min 
during these tests, but it is recognized that longer stabilization times might be required. The 
results of these experiments are summarized in Figure 37. Similar trends were observed 
even if the absolute levels were different for the two CPCs. More specifically, a shift of the 
condenser temperature from 31°C and 31.3°C to 32.7°C resulted in a drop of the counting 
efficiency of both 105 nm and 160 nm particles from approximately 90% to around 85%. 

This behavior is indicative of inefficient activation near the walls of the condenser. The 
calculated saturation ratio profiles (Figure 4) suggest that particle activation near the walls of 
the condenser occurs very close at the inlet. However, this region is difficult to accurately 
model due to the discontinuity in the temperature profiles (the wall being at the condenser 
temperature while the aerosol stream at the saturator temperature). The simplified 
calculations performed assuming a non-uniform inlet temperature profile (Figure 10) are in 
line with this observation. Still the heterogeneous nucleation theory can explain the different 
peak detection efficiencies for graphite and PAO. 

 

Figure 37: Peak counting efficiencies (uncorrected for the slope of the 3790) of the 3790_JRC CPC at 105 
and 160 nm PAO particles as a function of the condenser temperature (saturator temperature always set at 
38.3°C). The numbers illustrate the test sequence. 

 

4.4.6 Counting efficiencies of the 3010 CPC 

Figure 38 summarizes the experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the 3010 
CPC for PAO and graphite particles at different temperature differences. As in the case of the 
3790 CPCs, the instrument exhibited lower efficiency in counting graphite particles compared 
to PAO, with the relative differences increasing as the operating saturator-condenser 
temperature difference decreased. 
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The peak counting efficiencies were also found to depend on the calibration particle 
material and the operating temperature. More specifically, the peak counting efficiencies of 
160 nm PAO particles (uncorrected for the level differences between the 3010 and the 
3025A) increased from approximately 74% at a temperature difference of 6.6°C to ~81% at 
11.3° and 14°C. The corresponding figures for graphite ranged from 71% at 6.6°C to 76% at 
11.3°C and 14°C. 

It was not possible to numerically calculate the counting efficiencies of the 3010 CPC since 
the geometry of the condenser is not known. The fact that similar trends were observed in the 
responses of the 3010 and 3790 CPC reinforces the observation that the material and 
temperature dependence observed reflect true differences in the activation of graphite and 
PAO particles. 

 

 

Figure 38: Experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the 3010 CPC for PAO (blue symbols) and 
graphite (red symbols) particles at different operating temperature differences. Tests conducted on different 
days are shown with different color shading. Open symbols indicate counting efficiencies determined at 
concentration levels higher than 300 #/cm3 while filled symbols correspond to counting efficiencies determined 
at concentration levels of less than 300 #/cm3. 
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4.4.7 Counting efficiencies for C14,C16 and C40 

The 3790_JRC CPC was also tested against C14, C16 and C40 particles. Figure 39 
compares the experimentally determined counting efficiencies for these thee alkanes against 
those determined with PAO. The lowest alkanes examined (C14 and C16) exhibited similar 
counting efficiencies with PAO, with differences lying within the experimental uncertainty of 
the measurements. The counting efficiencies were best reproduced assuming a contact 
angle of 0°, suggesting that all three materials behave as perfectly wettable particle seeds. 

On the other hand, tetracontane particles (C40) resulted in very low counting efficiencies, 
best reproduced by contact angles in the 18 to 22° range. Similar, low counting efficiencies 
for C40 were observed by Giechaskiel et al. [4] when employing the same generator. 
Deposits forming on the impactor of the TDMA system and the generator suggested that the 
produced C40 particles were solid in nature, resembling paraffin wax. 

 

Figure 39: Experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the 3790_JRC CPC for PAO (blue symbols), 
C14 (green symbols), C16 (purple symbols) and C40 (red symbols) particles at the nominal operating 
temperatures of the instrument. Tests conducted on different days are shown with different color shading. Open 
symbols indicate counting efficiencies determined at concentration levels higher than 300 #/cm3 while filled 
symbols correspond to counting efficiencies determined at concentration levels of less than 300 #/cm3. Figure 
also illustrates the numerically calculated counting efficiencies for contact angles of 0°, 18° and 22°. 

 

Interestingly, the deposits forming on the generator were found to affect subsequent 
calibration experiments with other materials even after long-run operation of the generator at 
elevated temperatures using nitrogen to purge the deposits. This is clearly illustrated in 
Figure 40 comparing experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the 3790_Gold with 
PAO particle before and after the tests with C40. The experimental data collected after the 
C40 test were accordingly disregarded from any further analysis. 
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Figure 40: Experimentally determined counting efficiencies of the 3790_Gold CPC against PAO particles, 
before (blue symbols) and after (red symbols) the tests with C40. 

 

4.4.8 Effect of particle charge state 

In order to investigate any potential effect of the particle charge state on the experimentally 
determined counting efficiencies, a 1 mCi 85Kr neutralizer was installed downstream the 
TDMA during some of the 3790_JRC tests with C14. The results of these investigations are 
summarized in Figure 41. No effect of the charging state could be identified in the measured 
counting efficiencies at 23 and 27.3 nm. The estimated fractions of charged particles at these 
two sizes after neutralization (Figure 19) are 22% and 27%, respectively, (practically all of 
them carrying a single positive or negative charge). The results verify the numerical 
calculations presented in Figure 13, suggesting that particle charges do not affect the critical 
saturation ratios for particle diameters larger than 10 nm. 
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Figure 41: Experimentally counting efficiencies of the 3790_JRC CPC running at its nominal operating 
temperatures, against singly charged (green dots) and neutralized (red dots) C14 particles. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The present study investigated the effect of calibration material type on the counting 
efficiencies of PMP compliant CPCs as well as possibilities to check the linearity of the CPCs 
against electrometer in the sub 2000 #/cm3 concentration range. The study focused on the  
TSI 3790 CPC but some measurements were also performed on a TSI 3010 CPC operating 
at reduced saturator-condenser temperature difference. 

Two approaches were investigated in order to improve the sensitivity of the electrometer, 
namely a) the use of multiply charged particles of well defined charge state (employing a 
TDMA setup) and b) the operation of the electrometer at higher sample flowrates. Use of 
double charged particles and an electrometer sample flowrate of 5 lpm effectively resulted in 
a tenfold increase of the electrometer signal at a given particle number concentration level. 
Application of this methodology to a 3790 CPC yielded a 10% to 14% agreement with 
electrometer responses to 100 nm graphite particles across the particle number 
concentration range of 330 to 12000 #/cm3. 

Some small but systematic differences were observed between the results for singly and 
doubly charged particles suggesting inaccuracies in the small corrections for the charge 
status of the calibration particles. In a similar manner, simulated TDMA responses were 
found to capture the general shape of the measured TDMA signals but failed to reproduce 
the relative contribution of the different spikes (i.e. different charges). It is not clear whether 
and to what extent such discrepancies are related to the complex structure of graphite 
aggregates [45]. Size distribution measurements of nebulized spherical PSL particles 
revealed that the multiple-charge correction feature of the SMPS inversion algorithm fails to 
completely remove the PSL spikes from the background size distribution. These results 
provide evidence of inaccuracies in the characterization of the particle charge state even for 
spherical particles. Humidity or impurities in the air were shown to affect the size and mobility 
of ions produced inside a neutralizer, and could affect to a certain extent particle charging 
(e.g. [46] and references within it). This issue requires further investigation as it may have a 
strong effect on the accuracy of the calibration results, especially when a single DMA is 
employed for size classification [47]. 

The counting efficiencies of the CPCs were found to depend strongly on the material type 
of the calibration particles employed. The highest counting efficiencies for the 3790 CPCs 
were obtained for PAO, C14 and C16 particles, which furthermore were in very good 
agreement with the manufacturer’s certificates at 23 nm and 41 nm. Graphite particles gave 
systematically lower counting efficiencies, even falling below the minimum allowed 
efficiencies at both 23 nm (38%) and 41 nm (90%) specified in the regulations. Limited tests 
with C40 particles resulted in even lower counting efficiencies with the CPC reaching a 50% 
counting efficiency at 50 nm. 

The material type dependence of the counting efficiencies was found to decrease with 
increasing the operating temperature difference, this applying to both the 3010 and the 3790 
CPCs. Numerical calculations assuming heterogeneous nucleation of butanol onto particle 
seeds also suggest that the importance of particle material (through the concept of the 
contact angle) becomes more important with decreasing temperature differences.  

Comparison of the numerical calculations and the experimental data suggest a contact 
angle of 0° for PAO, C14 and C16 (perfectly wettable material), approximately 10° for 
graphite and 18-22° for C40 particles. In the calculation of these figures, the effect of line 
tension and curvature-dependence of surface tension (Tolman’s length) were neglected. 
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Inclusion of such effects in the heterogeneous nucleation model had a profound effect on the 
calculated counting efficiencies. However the uncertainty associated with both the absolute 
levels and the signs of line tension and Tolman’s length is too high that actually overwhelms 
the observed systematic differences in the counting efficiencies of PAO and graphite. Any 
modelling attempts are also subject to large uncertainties introduced by instrumental 
imperfections. Differences of up to 0.9°C were reported in the set operating temperature 
differences of CPCs of the same model to achieve the same counting efficiency. Some 
numerical calculations also showed that flow and temperature non-idealities can have a 
significant effect on the counting efficiencies of the instrument. 

Some calculations on condensational growth of activated particles suggested that the 
latter grow to sizes larger than 4 um at the exit of the condenser and that growth happens 
within a few ms. Butanol depletion and temperature drop in the vicinity of an activate particle 
can reduce the local saturation ratio by up to 4 and 10%, respectively. However, it is unlikely 
that such reduction in the local saturation ratio would affect activation of neighbouring 
particles due to relatively large distance between particles (of the order of 0.5 mm at a 
concentration of 10000 #/cm3). 

The experimental data also provided evidence that the peak counting efficiency of the 
3790 CPC, depends on the operating temperature difference and the calibration material. 
Changing the temperature difference from 11°C to 5.6°C reduced the peak counting 
efficiency of graphite particles from 92% to 83%. A decrease of the temperature difference 
from 10°C to 5.6°C reduced the peak counting efficiency from 96% to 93%. These results 
suggest insufficient activation of particles near the walls of the condenser. 
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6 LIST OF SPECIAL TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
CPC Condensation Particle Counter 

CVS Constant Volume Sampler 

DMA Differential Mobility Analyzer 

HEPA High Efficiency Particulate Air  

HDE Heavy Duty Engine 

LDMA Long DMA (TSI’s 3081) 

MFC Mass Flow Controller 

PMP Particle Measurement Programme 

SMPS Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer 

TDMA Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer 

VPR Volatile Particle Remover 
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Abstract 
The study presents results of calibration experiments for four PMP compliant CPCs (3 TSI’s 3790 and a TSI’s 
3010 operating at lower saturator-condenser temperature differences) tested against a range of calibration 
particles, including Poly(alpha)-Olefin (PAO), tetracontane (C40), tetradecane (C14) and hexadecane (C16). 
The experimental data were analyzed using a numerical model developed by Giechaskiel et al. (Journal of 
Aerosol Science, 42:20-37) which was amended to investigate the effect of line tension, curvature dependence 
of the surface tension as well as condensational growth of activated particles. 
The study also investigated possibilities to verify the linearity of CPCs against an electrometer in the sub 
2000 #/cm3 concentration range. The use of elevated sample flowrates and multiply charged particles of well 
defined charge status, allowed for some linearity checks down to 300 #/cm3 concentration levels. 
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